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Teaching and Learning 
 
Since our strategic planning, Wetpups has made great strides in the area of Teaching and Learning. Below is a summary of what we have 
done, what will be our next focus and what we need to do in the future. We need to remember that change is constant and, in the field of 
education, we will never arrive at our destination. Daily, we face the challenge of holding on to the traditions of a hundred-year-old school 
while remaining progressive and shifting to align with best practice.  
 

What have we done? 
 

 Play Spaces: indoor and outdoor play areas are sprouting up all over the school. Some examples of indoor play areas are playdough 
tables and creative tables in our Junior Prep. Outdoor play spaces speak for themselves, and can be seen on both campuses. The  
climbing wall is taking longer than planned, as we are waiting for the safety mats to be completed before installing the grips. 

 Work Spaces: working in different areas of the school to allow for better engagement; for example, boys learning in small tents,  
passages or outdoors. 

 Classroom Environment: sitting in groups has become the normal classroom ‘look’; however, these seating arrangements change  
regularly to accommodate the needs of the boys. 

 Project-Based Learning: We have embarked on a process of integrated learning in Grade 6 this year. 

 Assessment: no marks on assessments in the Junior Prep.  

 Worksheets: there is an awareness around unnecessary worksheets. A ‘worksheet refers to a printed page that a child completes with 
a writing instrument’. Worksheets do not teach, but rather assess what a boy knows. Many worksheets do not allow higher order 
thinking, and do not often teach what a child is ready to learn and, of course, many of the boys prefer hands-on learning.  

 Active Learning: teachers are trying to allow learning to take place through doing, and allowing the boys to be physically involved. 

 Kagan: co-operative learning structures are brought in where possible. 

 Learning Styles: teachers are trying to accommodate boys with different needs in the classroom;  for example, wobble cushions,  
therabands and weighted jackets are used to support certain boys. Different teaching strategies accommodate certain styles of  
learning such as visual, auditory and tactile. 

 Multi-Sensory Learning: in the Pre-Prep boys learn through play. Play remains structured, yet informal, providing optimal opportunities 
for incidental learning. 

 Movement: is seen as vital for many boys as it refocuses them. Within reason, boys are allowed movement during and between  
classes.  

 

What are we still developing? 
 

 Curriculum: a relook at our curriculum to ensure that it is dynamic and relevant. Create a curriculum rooted in skills, yet rich in content 
that is ever-changing. 

 Grade Continuity: ensure that our curriculum adequately scaffolds learning from one grade to the other.  

 Integration of Learning: creating and connecting disciplines that weave a thread between subjects. Potentially project-based learning, 
thematic teaching, as well as setting the timetable in such a way that similar disciplines are placed following on from one another so 
that themes and/or projects flow. It is believed that when broad overarching connections are made, learning is more meaningful. 

 Creativity: curious and creative boys start their journey at Wetpups. We need to ensure that we nurture and develop these critical 
attributes. 

 Community Development Education: to create meaningful change, outreach and sustainability need to be embedded into our  
curriculum and aligned with our school values.  

 Assessment and Reporting: we are currently looking at our assessment and reporting practices. Questions are being asked about how 
effective our process is and what needs to be changed. 

 Co-operative Learning: a continued focus on staff training in the Kagan Cooperative Learning Structures. 

 Technology: technology needs to support our teaching and learning vision.  

 Critical Thinking: we need to give the boys adequate opportunities to brainstorm and analyse things through answering open-ended 
questions and encouraging creativity. 

 STEAM Activities: where every boy is involved and the boys discover and problem solve in smaller and bigger groups. (STEAM: Science, 
Technology, English, Arts and Mathematics) 

 Concentrate on Relationships: boys communicating and finding solutions to problems.  
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Teaching and Learning cont/d 
Where to in the future? 
 

 Learning Spaces: we have identified that we need a better flow between inside and outside learning spaces. 

 Spend more time outside: building, learning, exploring, communicating with one another. 

 Restructure indoor learning spaces: convert these into modern and dynamic learning areas. 

 Assessment and Reporting: continue to research and look at what and how other schools are doing this, we need to challenge ourselves 
to find a better way. 

 Self-Directed Learning: teachers should consider the possibility of allowing the boys to explore passion topics and direct their own 
learning.  

 

Underpinning all that we do is teacher behaviour. We need to mentor, facilitate, empower and coach. We need continually to challenge 
ourselves to be learner focused and try to respond to each individual’s learning styles and needs.  
 

While the above is no small task, we acknowledge the factor of constant change in education. We have come a long way and, with the  
continued support of our community, we believe that we will be able to continue to adapt. 
 

SHARLENE WHITTY, CHRISTA VAN RYNEVELD & WENDY ROEBECK 

 

Weekly Sports Wrap 
 

RUGBY 
The rugby boys experienced a challenging Saturday against SACS 
last week with some convincing results going in favour of the op-
position. The boys gave it their all, but the size and sheer numbers 
of the SACS boys, dominated the morning. We also had mid-week 
games against Wynberg Boys’ Junior School who where much 
more competitive.  Special mention must be made of the U11A 
team for a superb display of running rugby. Tomorrow's matches 
are at home against Bishops. Good luck to all the boys playing! 
 

HOCKEY 
With a full round of fixtures against SACS this past week, we had 
to step up, as they provided a tough challenge. Our boys showed 
great fighting spirit across the board, and special mention should 
be made of some of our ‘lower teams’ - they really did rise to the 
occasion, playing some fantastic team hockey.  
 

We face Bishops this week, and we hope to see our boys continue 
to work hard for their teams. 
 

We would also like to extend our congratulations to Michael Cow-
en, who has been selected to represent the WP Primary Schools 
U13 hockey team during the July holidays. Well done, Mikey! 
 

SQUASH 
The B and C teams played difficult fixtures against Cannons Creek 
and Reddam respectively. We were very proud of our C team 
boys, most of whom played their first game of squash ever, 
against some very skilled players. The B side matches were hard 
fought but unfortunately the results did not go our way. 
 

CROSS COUNTRY 
Unfortunately, last Friday's race was cancelled. We ask for your 
patience during this season. Many parks are restricting usage ow-
ing to the drought and it has become increasingly difficult to get 
council permission to use public areas. We look forward to the run 
hosted by Kirstenhof this Friday at Constantia Sports Club. 

Ramadan Mubarak to all our Muslim  
families. 

May the holy month of Ramadan bring 
peace and prosperity to you and family.  

Traffic Reminder 
 

We are worried about the behaviour of drivers at pick up and 
drop off in Eyton Road. For the safety of the boys, please  
remember: 

 Eyton is to be treated as a one-way going down the road 
from Newlands Road to Linda Road during these times. 

 Please do not speed. We often encounter drivers going far 
too fast down the road. You need to be aware that as it is 
generally a one-way. Boys get out of cars on the other side 
of the road and then need to cross Eyton Road. 

 Please do not stop outside the gate where the cones have 
been placed. The road narrows at this point, and if you stop 
here it  blocks the road for traffic going past the school. 

 Use other gates for entry into the school – Gate 5 has capac-
ity to accommodate more boys entering in the morning. 

 

Furthermore, please be considerate and aware of our neighbours 
in the area by not parking in their driveways and obstructing 
them from getting in or out of their homes.  
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Francois Pretorius - Grade 4 

Second-Hand Rose Collection 
 

The Second-Hand Rose sale will be take place on Friday, 1 June 
2018. This is one of our biggest fundraisers.   
 

We would be most grateful if you could send in: 

 Old/previously loved clothes 

 Accessories – shoes etc. 

 Children’s wear 

 Table clothes 

 Linen  

 Towels 

 Working appliances 

 Crockery, cutlery and other kitchen items  
 

Drop-off points: Eden Road (DJ’s office) and Newlands Road (Chris 
Porter’s office). 

IEB Primary School Assessments 
 

To ensure that WPPS remains at the forefront of teaching and 
learning, we embark on a benchmarking process whereby we can 
assess teaching and learning. Annually, the Grade 6 boys write the 
Core Skills tests that assess academic proficiency and, biennially, 
the Grade 3 boys participate in the International Benchmarking 
Tests, which are set in Australia and written by a variety of schools 
globally. These assessments offer us the opportunity to reflect 
critically on our strengths, as well as those areas that may need 
improvement. In addition, they allow us the opportunity to 
acknowledge individuals who have achieved excellence in these 
assessments. The photographs below indicate boys who were 
awarded certificates for their achievement in the 2017  
benchmarking assessments. 

Grade 3 International Benchmarking Test 

 

Grade 1 boys with past staff grandmothers who came in to play thinking games with the boys  

General Knowledge 
 

Last Friday our boys competed in round one of the Inter-Schools 
GK Quiz, hosted by The Grove Primary School. Twenty-two schools 
took part. Our team performed well and was placed in sixth  
position. We look forward to the next round to held in August. 

Back row: Michael Cadiz, Jean du Toit, Benjamin Hatty, Jacques 
Cloete (captain) 
Front row: Matthew Rowland-Smuts, Aidan Wood, Richard Mason 
and Luke Oellermann. 

Grade 6 Core Skills Test 



Thought for the Week 
 

“A kind word is like a spring day.” 
 

Russian proverb 

Last Friday the U11A Hockey team played in a 
festival hosted by Rondebosch Boys’ Prep School.  
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The Grade 1s learning about what happens to an orange in water, 

and then what happens if you peel it. Do you know the answer? 

Grade 1R  
Experiment 
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Grade 6 Salad Making 

The Grade 6s  experimented with processing techniques in Technology.  This week they  combined ingredients 
(foods) to create different flavours. Some delicious salads were the outcome! 
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Last Thursday, the Grade 4 moms and their sons were treated to a 
Mothers' Day dinner and Art workshop in the Stansbury Hall. The 
workshop was based around the work of Hanoch Piven, an  
international artist who uses objects to create portraits of famous 
celebrities and respected leaders. The moms and their boys were 
tasked to create a portrait of each other using objects from home 
that were of sentimental value to one another. Some outstanding 
work was produced and all involved thoroughly enjoyed the special 
occasion. 
 

Links to all the moms and boys’ work, as well as a Ted Talk by  
Hanoch Piven, can be found at https://youtu.be/6e99DuPQ6j8 and 
https://photos.app.goo.gl/8f1GiUokdgfpW8dG2 

Grade 4 Moms and Sons Art Workshop 

https://youtu.be/6e99DuPQ6j8
https://photos.app.goo.gl/8f1GiUokdgfpW8dG2
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Grade 3 Activities 
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Grade 2  
Riding Centre  

Outing 

Grade R  
Kirstenbosch  

Outing 



Kian Smith - Grade 7 Nicolas Dow - Grade 6 

Jack Lea - Grade 7 Sebastian McAdam - Grade 7 
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Grades 6 & 7 Artwork 


